
THE PRINCIPLES OF 
ART AND DESIGN



Meet William Morris: The Most Celebrated 
Designer of the Arts & Crafts Movement

• Born in Walthamstow, East London in March 1834, William Morris was a 
poet, artist, philosopher, typographer, political theorist, and arguably the 
most celebrated designer of  the Arts & Crafts movement. He strived to 
protect and revive the traditional techniques of  handmade production that 
were being replaced by machines during the Victorian era's Industrial 
Revolution. Although he dabbled in embroidery, carpet-making, poetry and 
literature, he mastered the art of  woodblock printing, and created some of  
the most recognizable textile patterns of  the 19th century.



• We will be highlighting his early designs since 1860 
for e.g., The first paper Morris designed was 'Trellis' 
in 1862, a pattern suggested by the rose trellis in the 
garden of  Red House, Morris's home in Kent; the 
second was 'Daisy' (1864), a simple design of  naively 
drawn meadow flowers. The next pattern, 'Fruit', 
(1865), also demonstrated the same informal 
naturalism of  Morris's first two designs. All these 
papers, and nearly all that Morris then went on to 
design were printed using hand-cut woodblocks 
loaded with natural, mineral-based dyes.





ESTABLISHMENTS

It was in the 1870s that Morris really 
mastered designing for wallpaper, a 
period during which he created many of  
his most enduring designs, such as 
'Larkspur' (1872), 'Jasmine' (1872), 
'Willow' (1874), 'Marigold' (1875), 
'Wreath' and 'Chrysanthemum' (both 
1876–87). These patterns all demonstrate 
exuberant scrolling foliage, a degree of  
three-dimensionality, and a closely 
interwoven foreground and background.



Jasmine and Chrysanthemum



Block printing and Wood-blockprinting

• ‘Block Printing’ or ‘Woodblock Printing’ is a 
method used to print text, images or patterns on 
textiles and later paper. This method was widely 
used throughout East Asia, originating in China in 
antiquity. 

• How it works: patterns and letters are carved into 
wooden blocks, so that the letter or pattern is 
chiselled and protrudes ‘in relief ’ from the wooden 
block. These blocks are then coated with ink and 
pressed firmly and evenly onto the paper or cloth. 

• When creating a repeat pattern with block printing, 
the area of  the repeat unit will be limited by the size 
of  the wooden block that can be picked up and 
stamped. 





WILLIAM MORRIS, HIS TEXTILE 
PATTERNS

The success of  Morris's designs relies on his well-practiced and close 
observation of  nature. Every one centres on plant-based forms, whether 
expressed in a luxuriantly naturalistic style (e.g. 'Acanthus' or 'Pimpernel') or 
one that is flatter and more formalized (e.g. 'Sunflower' or 'St James's Ceiling'). 
But Morris's designs were always subtle, stylized evocations of  natural forms 
rather than literal transcriptions.

 With a natural eye for pattern, Morris produced papers that not only balanced 
figuration and order, but which were (unusually for the time) distinctive.



Acanthus and Saint James ceiling



WILLIAM MORRIS
TEXTILES And TECHNIQUES

1. Embroidery

2. Printed textiles

3. Woven fabrics

4. Tapestries

5. Carpets and floor coverings



Carpets and floor coverings

• Morris began to design and outsource the machine 
production of  carpet designs in the mid-1870s. It was 
probably the Kidderminster carpet (a coarse flat weave 
mainly made using woollen yarns) that he first 
attempted a design for, a style that was eventually 
produced by Morris & Company in around seven 
different patterns. Morris helped popularise this type of  
cheaper carpeting, which had tended to be used only for 
service corridors and secondary rooms. In the 1870s 
and 1880s Morris & Company received a number of  
orders from people keen to decorate large town and 
country houses in the new style, including Alexander 
Ionides, a London-based shipping owner who ordered 
13 yards of  Kidderminster carpet for his house in 
Holland Park.

• Morris also designed carpets that were woven at Wilton, the 
town in Wiltshire with a long-established pedigree in carpet 
manufacture. Wilton-style machine-woven carpet – made 
from densely packed tufts of  wool that are cut to create a 
velvety final texture – was eventually available from Morris & 
Company in 24 different designs, and over time proved its 
most popular flooring product.



Tulip and Lily Carpet and Coverings Patterns



Tapestries 

• Morris taught himself  what he called 'the noblest of  
all the weaving arts', first setting up a tapestry loom in 
1877. His first completed piece was 'Acanthus and 
Vine' (1879), which apparently took 516 and a half  
hours to complete – time Morris had snatched (and 
meticulously recorded) from his commercial 
timetable by regularly getting up at dawn to work at a 
loom in his bedroom. The design of  this piece was 
influenced by the 'large-leaf' verdure tapestries woven 
in France and Flanders in the 16th century, and its 
deliberately faded appearance was probably an 
attempt to recreate the wall hangings that had so 
impressed Morris when he had visited a hunting 
lodge in Epping Forest as a boy.



The Forest, tapestry, designed by William Morris, 
Philip Webb, John Henry Dearle



Examples of  Morris's other works (woven fabrics)



Embroidery works



Flower pot embroidery and Lotus wall-hanging



WILLIAM MORRIS; an inspiration

• By the end of  the 1870s William Morris, the man who had 
introduced a radical new naturalism into Victorian pattern design, 
was a household name. The popularity of  his work, much of  which 
used motifs taken from British wildlife, helped develop a new public 
enthusiasm for 'native design' (previously Paris had been the 
unrivalled center of  decorative taste). Morris's designs also helped 
fuel a huge expansion in the market for patterned interior elements 
of  all kinds.



Inspired Artists/Designers

Walter Crane (1845 – 1915)
Heavily influenced by William Morris, 
Walter crane was Generally 
considered the most influential 
children's book illustrator of  his 
generation, Crane also created many 
memorable designs for wallpaper, for 
example, The Formal Garden, 
wallpaper, designed by Walter Crane.



John Henry Dearle (1860 – 1932)

• John Henry Dearle began his career in 1878 as 
an assistant in the showroom of  William 
Morris's interiors firm, Morris & Co., where 
his talent for drawing soon earned him a place 
as a tapestry apprentice to Morris himself. By 
1890 Dearle had become Morris & Co.'s chief  
textile designer, and became Art Director of  
the entire firm after Morris's death in 1896. 
some of  his works include; Daffodil furnishing 
fabric, designed by John Henry Dearle, 
manufactured by Morris & Co



Remember that a pattern is either right or wrong. It cannot be forgiven for 
blundering, as a picture may be which has otherwise great qualities in it. It is 
with a pattern as with a fortress, it is no stronger than its weakest point.

William Morris



THANK YOU


